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Notes 
The Product of Affine Orthogonal Projections 
~‘ETER KoshmL 
XIN-LONG ZHOI: 
In the case of a finite number of subspaccs in a given Hilbert space, by a theorem 
of J. van Neumann, the iteration of the product of projectors is always cor.vcrgcnt. 
In a tinitc dimensional Hilbert space, this theorem has been generalized for aRine 
subspaces. In this paFr we construct an example which shows that this result does 
not hold in the infinite dimensional case. :(‘ 1991 Audemir Pres. lnc 
Let rp (i= 1, 2, . . . . m) denote the orthogonal projection operator onto a 
subspacc Hi of a Hilbert space H. The following von Neumann theorem is 
well known (see [S, 81). 
THEOREM A. For an)’ x0 in the Hilbert spucr H the ulrernatiq dgorithtn 
concrrges as k + x. Furthermore, the limit point is a .,fi.ved point o,/ 
T;- T;. 
NOW let V, = Hi +f; be afline subspaces of H, and let T, be the aftinc 
orthogonal projection (metric projection) onto Vi, i= 1. 2, . . . . no We shai! 
write “projector” instead of “orthogonal projection.” In this respect 
Kosmol [S] has established 
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THEOREM B. lf H is a finite dimensi~mul Hilhert space, then the ulter- 
nating algorithm 
X,EH, Xk-,=(T,T,T,,, I...T,)~, 
concerges to a ,fZxed point of I‘, T,, . . . T, , us k -+ x. 
(1) 
Theorem B shows that for finite dimensional Hilbert spaces Theorem A 
is true for the product of affine projectors. Now, the question is whether 
Theorem B also holds in infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces. It is not 
difficult to see that if ny=, Yj # 0, von Neumann’s theorem is also true for 
affinc projectors (see [3]). Under this condition or something like this, a 
more general discussion can also be found in [2]. But what can we say if 
fir=, Vi = QY! WC see that in this case T= T,,, ... T, may not have any 
fixed points. To show this we first record the following result which can be 
obtained from a general theorem about nonexpansive mappings (see, e.g., 
[l, 71). We write it now as 
PROPOSITION 1. The following three assertions are equivalent: 
(1) T bus a fixed point, 
(2) the semiorbit {T”(O) : n E N} is bounded in H, and 
(3) there exists a nonempty bounded, closed, and convex subset K of H 
with T(K) c K. 
Now we are ready to mention our results. We have 
PROPOSITION 2. !f H, + H, is closed, and f,, f; E H then the product 
of the affine projectors T,: H -+ H, +.f, and T,: H + H2 + fi has 
Fix T, T, # 0. 
Proof: Let us suppose that .I; E H: and fz E Hi. In fact Hi+,fi= 
H, +Ji-, where f,’ E HiJ , fi - f;’ G H,, and i = 1, 2. First, if fl = 0 we have 
FixT,T?={H,+H; nHi +f*JnH,. (2) 
To prove this, let x E Fix T, T,. Obviously XE H,. On the other hand since 
fzEH;, we have for ye H and Ti the projector onto H,, T, T, y = 
T,T~y+T,f,.HenccT,(T~x-x)= -T,f?.Puttingx=x,+x,,x,EH,, 
and x,EH~, we get for some UEH:, x,=a+l; and x=x,+a+f,. 
Therefore 
xE(H,+(H;+f,)nH:}nH,={H,+H,nH,+f,}nH,. 
Convcrscly, for XE(H~+H:~H;+.~~}~H,, x=x,+xz+f2, X,E 
Hz, x2 + fi E H:, and~,EH~.Hencex=T,T~x+T,fandxEFixT,T~. 
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Now since H, + Hz is closed, we obtain .1; = a, + N, + h, u, E H,, u2 E Hz. 
and/~E(tl,+Hz)-=H;nHz.Putx=-az+(-h)i/2.Thenx~(H2~ 
Hi n Hi +f?) n H,. That means Fix 7, 7, # @. 
Denote by TF, 7’1 the projectors onto H, . H,. respectively, and 7;, = 
7‘iT:. It follows from (2) 
Fix Tp T2 # @. Fix TP 7‘i # @ 
But, 
Let s? E Fix Ty T! ; then TYf, = x2 - Ty T:‘.u2 and 
“y;p / ,c ?‘;(T:)f, +.f2)i <2( lls,l, + Ix1 / 1. 
I 1 
Thus, it follows from Proposition 1 and (3) that Fix 7-f ;25 or 
Fix TzT, #Iz(. 1 
Similar to [9], let cos8=sup I(s,J),, for s andc’in H,n(H,nH?) 
and H, n (H, n Hz) ’ with ‘/XI/ = ,J]] = 1, respectively. 
PROPOSITION 3. [f cos 8 < 1, then Fix 7‘, T, # 0 
Proof: By [9], when cos 8 < 1, there exists a constant 0 < C’< i such 
that 
for x E (H, n Hz)‘.. Using (3) we get 
sup 11 Tk(0),l < YJ. 
h- 
Hence Fix T, Tz # 0 by Proposition I. 1 
The main result of this paper is the following 
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THEOREM. There exist H, H,, H,, andfE H, such that the product elf 
the affine projectors T, : H + H, und T,: H -+ H, +.f has no fixed points, 
I.e., 
Fix T, T, = 0. 
Proof: As in [4], let H =I, x 12, H, = {(y, Ay), YE/~}, and H, = 
{(~,0)7~~f,} with Ay={a,y,,}, whcrcO<a,<l,u,,+Oasn+~.Then 
H, and H, are closed subspaces. For some {u,), H, + H, is not closed. Let 
T, be the projector onto H,. It is easy to see that, for x = {xH} E I,, 
(4) 
(5) 
Put f = (0, y)~ H: with y= {y,}, T, as the affine projector onto H, +.L 
and Ty as the corresponding projector. We have Fix T,T, = 0 for some 
f’~ Hi. In fact, if Fix T, T, # 0, then there exists s E Fix T, T, such that 
x= T,T,x= T,“T,x+f = T,x+J 
and for kE N1 by (3) 
x=(T,TJkx= T,:x+‘x’ T;f 
j  = 0 
Ttx is convergent as k + x due to Theorem A, so c,?:O Tif is 
convergent. On the other hand, by (4) and (5), 
and 
SO 
3(: 
Y,,an C 
1 
k-I t1 +az)k 
El,. 
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But { .Y~Q,, ’ } 4 I, if a, = y,, = l/n. Therefore Fix 7, T: = a for ,f= 
(01 { lln)). The proof is complete. 1 
For the construction of Fix T, we have 
PR~P~SITIOX 4. Let T= T,, T,, , . 7‘, be the product of qffine projer,- 
iors in Hi&err space dh Fix 7‘2 /a. Then 
Fix T= x,,+.r XE F, H, , 
i I 
\ 
1-I i 
bt%ere x0 is u ,fi.ued pain! 13f T. 
Proof: Supposc x, , x>~Fix T. We obtain 
x, -x2 = TX, - T-r, = T,x, - ?;,x> = T,(x, --x2). 
So x, -x,EFix T,. By [6], x, -.Y>E fir=, H,. Hence thcrc is a 
-En:=, H, such that .r,=s,+z. If x,EFix T, sEn:’ , N,, then by the 
definition of T 
T(xr, + x) = T,(xu, +s) + T(0) = .Y + T,(q) + T(0) = .Y + x0. 
i.e.. x,+x~Fix T. 1 
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